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CAUTION: FOR EXTERNAL USE ONLY. STORE AWAY FROM CHILDREN. DO NOT EAT. Adult supervision required
for use by children. Avoid contact with eyes. Discontinue use if irritation or rash appears. If irritation or rash
persists, consult a doctor.

Questions? 1-888-486-7514

Made in China
Distr. by PROCTER & GAMBLE,
CINCINNATI, OH 45202

www.shakeitupclean.com

How to Shake It Up

1) FILL:
With dry hands, put all
contents of the dry
handwash re�ll pouch
into your empty foaming
handwash bottle. Slowly
add 10.1 FL OZ (300 mL)
of lukewarm water.

2) SHAKE IT UP:
Shake up your bottle
and watch all the
cubes disappear!

3) Wash your
hands, do a little
dance!

Reduce, Re�ll, Reuse

Use unique Shake It Up dry re�ll cubes for freshly made,
foaming handwash that smells amazing, leaves hands feeling
soft and reduces single-use plastic bottles.
Now, that’s what we call soap-stainable!

4) REFILL:
Contains 3 foaming
handwash refills for you
to enjoy. Each refill makes
10.1 FL OZ (300 mL) of
foaming handwash.

Made with 75% post-consumer recycled material. Please recycle.
LAVENDER & LEMON INGREDIENTS: SODIUM LAURYL SULFATE,
POLYVINYL ALCOHOL, WATER, SODIUM LAUROAMPHOACETATE, SODIUM
LAURETH SULFATE, GLYCERIN, CITRIC ACID, FRAGRANCE, SODIUM
CITRATE, HYDROXYACETOPHENONE, DISODIUM EDTA, SODIUM BENZOATE,
POTASSIUM SORBATE, DENATONIUM BENZOATE, RED 4, GREEN 3

WATER LILY & BLUE GINGER INGREDIENTS: SODIUM LAURYL SULFATE,
POLYVINYL ALCOHOL, WATER, SODIUM LAUROAMPHOACETATE,
SODIUM LAURETH SULFATE, GLYCERIN, CITRIC ACID, FRAGRANCE,
SODIUM CITRATE, HYDROXYACETOPHENONE, DISODIUM EDTA, SODIUM
BENZOATE, POTASSIUM SORBATE, DENATONIUM BENZOATE, GREEN 3

POMEGRANATE & MELON INGREDIENTS: SODIUM LAURYL SULFATE,
POLYVINYL ALCOHOL, WATER, SODIUM LAUROAMPHOACETATE,
SODIUM LAURETH SULFATE, GLYCERIN, CITRIC ACID, FRAGRANCE,
SODIUM CITRATE, HYDROXYACETOPHENONE, DISODIUM EDTA, SODIUM
BENZOATE, POTASSIUM SORBATE, DENATONIUM BENZOATE, RED 4

Do Not Eat

CAUTION:
For external use only.
This is not food.

REFILLWASHSHAKEFILL

Three-Scent Variety Pack:
POMEGRANATE

& MELON
LAVENDER

& LEMON
WATER LILY &
BLUE GINGER

NET WT. 0.5 OZ (15 g) EACH; TOTAL NET WT. 1.5 OZ (43 g)
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Languages:

Countries:

English - United States

PUERTO RICO;UNITED STATES

COUNTRIES & LANGUAGES

SHAKE IT UP MIX SCENT 1.5oz/3x15g RFL
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PANTONE 299 C PANTONE 113 C PANTONE 708 C PANTONE 430 C Black Gloss Varnish Matt Varnish

- Code date box must have no ink, no copy, and no varnish

- Code date box must be dark color over light color ink or white substrate, with varnish

REQUIREMENTS
CODE DATE BOX

2DDM solid blocks

[0.75mm] and maximum color-to-color registration [0.016in=0.41mm])
1.16mm quiet area around the GCAS (allows for 1/2 character clear space

Horizontal/vertical must be 0

Quiet zone minimum

Font scale

10% character height = 0.15mm

1/4 character = 0.375mm gap between digits

Font stoke minimum

Font spacing minimum

6pt (1.5mm height x 1.0mm width)

Arial

Font size minimum

Font style

Must sit along the X and Y axis

With the X and Y axis

6mm x 6mm

1mm quiet area around the entire 2DDM

4mm x 4mm

2DDM code orientation

Total size minimum

Quiet zone minimum

2DDM minimum size

Questions: Call the region's technical packaging representative.
must meet the regions UPC requirements.
Other regions are responsible for UPC when supplying artwork.

UPC codes for Canada are 85% with no truncation.
2) UPC codes for the USA are 80% and can be truncated no more than 50%,
1) Please contact PPM or Tech Packaging for what color date code area should be.

2DDM FFU REQUIREMENTS

- LASER CODE DATE

- Quiet zone must not have any background transitions, patterns, or any artwork to interfere; solid colors only
- Transparent substrates must have a solid background for the 2DDM
- 2DDM must have 50% or greater grayscale contrast compared to the background
- Silk screen printing not recommended for the 2DDM
- 2DDM and background must not be metallic, holographic, use metallic ink, or be reflective
- 2DDM and background must be printed in a solid color; no tints, builds, gradients, etc.
- Default colors for the 2DDM should be the same as the UPC color.
- Preferred colors are black 2DDM on white background, or white 2DDM on black background

- GCAS to contain the 8 digit GCAS/IPMS with no spaces

- Quiet zone must not have any background transitions, patterns, or any artwork to interfere; solid colors only
- Transparent substrates must have a solid background for the GCAS code
- GCAS code must have 50% or greater grayscale contrast compared to the background
- Silk screen printing not recommended for the GCAS code
- GCAS code and background must not be metallic, holographic, use metallic ink, or be reflective
- GCAS code and background must be printed in a solid color; no tints, builds, gradients, etc.
- Default colors for the GCAS should be the same as the UPC color
- Preferred colors are black GCAS on white background, or white GCAS on black background

CONTENT

COLOR

DETAILS
SIZING &

LOCATION

COMMENTS

GCAS FFU REQUIREMENTS

- Must be present in the final design
utilized due to design constraints, then a consistent alternative position is requested.
- Preferred position is denoted on the drawing. If the preferred location cannot be

- INK JET CODE DATE

- 2DDM only to contain the 8 digit GCAS/IPMS with no spaces

- Must be present in the final design
- Place in location denoted on the drawing

- TD DOES lock position of the 2DDM
- TD does NOT lock position of GCAS code; location will depend on the final design
- 2DDM AND GCAS code MUST be included in the final design

Orientation
Code
Matrix
2D

2D Matrix Code
Quiet Area Around
top & Bottom
1mm side X 1mm

2D Matrix Size
4mm x 4mm

Orientation
Code
Matrix
2D

2D Matrix Code
Quiet Area Around
top & Bottom
1mm side X 1mm

2D Matrix Size
4mm x 4mm
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